This paper proposes a method to restore energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD) spectra and to extract diffraction peaks. It follows a maximum a posteriori approach using a physical model of the formation of the EDXRD data to remove blur caused by both the detector and the coarse angular resolution of X-ray tube based EDXRD setup. It separates peaks due to the diffraction by crystalline material from a countinuous background. Tested on real data (graphite and NaCl), our algorithm acheived to detect diffraction peaks with a good precision (about 1 keV depending on the peak position) even at high energy where very few photons were measured.
Introduction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) has been successfully used for many years to provide information about the crystalline structure of samples using coherent scattering of photons from an incident X ray beam. Powder X ray diffraction is commonly used to identify unknown substances by comparing diffraction data against a database [1, 2] . It may also be used to characterize heterogeneous solid mixtures to determine relative abundance of crystalline compounds and, when coupled with lattice refinement techniques such as Rietveld refinement, can provide structural information on unknown materials. Most diffractometers use angular dispersive X ray diffraction (ADXRD) in angular dispersion of a diffracted monochromatic radiation is used, as it provides more precise diffraction spectra(see [3] for a review). As detailed in ref. [3] many deconvolution and pattern fitting procedures were designed for ADXRD data.
However ADXRD presents some drawbacks as it requires most of the times a rotation of the detector and the sample. When no movement is possible in the setup (e.g. as in security screening) or when crystalline structure is dynamically changing (to monitor the change of lattice parameters with pressure or temperature), one must use Energy dispersive X ray diffraction (EDXRD) for which the scattering angle is fixed. In EDXRD, a collimated polychromatic beam of X-rays falls on the sample, and the spectrum of the radiation scattered at a fixed angle θ is analyzed. The spectrum thus obtained is material specific since it is linked to the atomic planar spacing (d) and * Corresponding author Email addresses: ferreol.soulez@univ-lyon1.fr (Ferréol Soulez), valerie.kaftandjian@insa-lyon.fr (Valérie Kaftandjian) to the radiation wavelength (λ) according to Bragg law:
where n is an integer. Using an ideal diffractometer with perfect collimation and detectors, this diffraction spectrum would be composed only of lines predicted from Bragg theory.
As they provide intense radiation with known spectrum and polarization, most EDXRD experiments use synchrotron radiation [4, 5] . Furthermore as angular aperture of synchrotron light is very small, the blurring of the spectra caused by the width of possible diffraction angles is negligible compared to the blurring effect due to the detector response [6] . As a consequence most pattern fitting algorithms [7] [8] [9] are designed for EDXRD data with synchrotron radiation and consider a spectraly invariant Gaussian peak-shape function [6, 7] .
However if synchrotron is an ideal source for EDXRD, it is scarcely available and only X-ray tube can be used in laboratory or for in situ applications. Angular aperture of collimated X-ray source is quite large and consequently geometric blurring effects result in a "smoothing out" of the perfect line spectra into a less well resolved continuous spectra [10] . Very tight collimation, whilst minimizing this effect, would make inefficient use of the scattered flux available and then drastically increase the acquisition time.
As geometric effect introduces an energy variant blur, such EDXRD cannot be processed by existent algorithms developed for ADXRD or EDXRD with synchrotron source. In this paper we propose an inverse problem based method for restoration of EDXRD diffraction spectra and direct extraction of diffraction peaks from crystalline material. It uses a physical model of the measurements de- scribed in section 3. Then in section 4, following an inverse problem approach, we introduce some priors and define the maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution which is estimated (in Sec. 5) using a continuous optimization procedure. Finally, we apply our method for estimation of inter-planar spacing of real EDXRD spectrum acquired in laboratory.
EDXRD setup and notation
As depicted in figure 1 , the EDXRD setup consists of a collimated poly-chromatic X-ray source and a collimated spectroscopic detector D placed at nominal angleθ of the beam axis. The studied object O is at the center of the diffractometer defined as the intersection of the scatter collimator axis and the source collimator axis.
Let's suppose that we observe at angleθ a pure crystalline powder sample under ideal conditions: using a source with flat spectrum, a diffractometer with an infinite angular resolution, a perfect detector without blur or noise. Without any other spurious effects like Compton scattering, coherently scattered photons are detected only at specific wavelengths related to the atomic interplanar spacing d of the observed material according to the Bragg law. The ideal diffraction spectrum p(ξ) will thus be composed of only few Bragg peaks specific of the material crystalline structure.
Unfortunately, in practice, several effects alter the EDXRD spectrum leading to erroneous detections by further material identification algorithms. The purpose of the method presented in this paper is to recover the ideal diffraction spectrum p(ξ) from such altered measurements y by means of an inverse problems approach. To this end, we propose an linear modelization of the successive degradations leading to the data y. Using matrix notation ( · is matrix multiplication and × element wise multiplication), this models writes:
where:
H is the operator that models the blur caused by the angular distribution of the system.
g is an additional baseline spectrum caused by the amorphous part of the sample incoherent scattered radiation and multiple scattering.
t accounts for the attenuation within the sample, the non flat emission spectrum of the X ray tube and the fluorescence of the anode and the collimators.
B is the blurring operator that models the finite energy resolution of the detector.
n accounts for photon counting and detector noises.
This modelization and corresponding approximations are detailled in the next section.
3. The direct problem: from perfect spectrum to real measurements
Alterations caused by the setup
We suppose that the surface defined by the source focal spot and the detector active region are orthogonal to the z axis at fixed depth of s z and d z respectively. As described on figure 1 consider a triplet {s, o, d} composed of three points
T on the active surface of the detector. For this triplet, the scattering angle θ is defined by:
Owing to the finite angular resolution of the setup, this angle may be different from the nominal angleθ defined by our diffractometer. This is the cause of a blur on the spectrum. Indeed, according to the Bragg's law, a diffraction peak located at an energy ξ for the nominal angleθ will be observed at the energy E for any angle θ according to the following relation:
Conversely, for any angle θ, the measured intensity at the energy E is proportional to the intensity of the nominal diffraction spectrum p E sin(θ/2) sin(θ/2)
.
As consequence, after integration over the source focal spot surface S, the object volume O and the active region of the detector D, the spectrum f (E) measured by a perfect detector is:
• N (E, s, o) is the number of photons of energy E emitted during the acquisition by the point s of the X ray source in the direction of o;
• A(E, s, o, d) accounts for the attenuation at energy E between s and o and between o and d;
) account for the obstruction by the source collimator and the detector collimator respectively:
• L(θ) is the Lorentz polarization factor [11] ;
) is a geometrical factor depending only on distances between the setup elements:
In some cases, if the object is not too extended, it is possible to assume that Lorentz polarization and geometrical factors are constant. In order to cope with such equation, several simplifications are described in the next subsection.
Attenuation and source spectrum
The source is supposed to emit uniformly over the focal spot and this emission is supposed to be isotropic. Therefore, we can define N (E) the number of photons emitted during the acquisition. When the source is an X ray tube, the source spectrum N (E) is a bremsstrahlung spectrum with fluorescence lines depending of the X ray tube anode.
The attenuation between s, o and d follows the BeerLambert law: where µ(E, ℓ) is the linear attenuation of the material at position ℓ at energy E. If the probed volume dimension along the x and y axis are smaller than the morphological structures in the observed object, it can be considered as a succession of layers of different linear attenuation µ i (E) and thickness L i orthogonal to the z axis as depicted on figure 2. Moreover, as the scattering angle θ and the angular aperture of collimators α are sufficiently small, it is possible to hold the classical small angle approximations cos(θ) ≈ 1 and as proposed by Harding [12] [13] [14] . The attenuation term thus simplifies to the transmission attenuation:
With such approximations, the product t(E) = N (E) A(E) represents the number of transmitted photons which may be estimated using a spectroscopic detector placed in transmission direction [12] .
Model of the geometrical blur
As the transmitted spectrum t(E) depends only on the energy, it can be factorized and removed from the integration in equation 5. As consequence, in this integral only the term p E of the angular distribution of the experimental setup presented at sections 6.1 and 6.3
We define the kernel function h():
(10) where Γ(θ) is the contour defined by sod = θ and dℓ an elementary part of this contour. This function is a weighted density where h sin(θ/2) sin(θ/2) is length of the iso-contours defined by sod = θ in the seven dimensions volume SOD. These contours are weighted by the geometric, Lorentz polarization and collimators functions.
According to the Bragg law, two couples {E, θ} and {E ′ , θ ′ } probing the same inter-planar spacing d are linked by the equation 4. We thus have:
The geometric blurring effect caused by the configuration of the setup can be therefore expressed by a simple integral as we can rewrite equation 5:
We recognize a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind.
Kernel numerical estimation. This equation cannot be analytically solved and we proposed to use a Monte Carlo integration to provide a good numerical estimation of it. Monte Carlo should be less prone to artifacts than Riemann sum proposed by Langford [10, 14] . This method consists on picking randomly a large number of septuplet
For each septuplet, if both collimator functions are equal to 1, we compute the angle θ and the geometric and Lorentz polarization functions. The density of
sin(θ/2) weighted by geometrical and Lorentz polarization functions is then estimated using a ParzenRosenblatt window method with an Epanechnikov window REFS. An exemple of such histogram computed for experimental conditions given at sections 6.1 and 6.3 is shown on figure 3 . This density presents an important negative skewness and cannot be easily approximated by distribution functions classically used in ADXRD peak fitting algorithms (such as Gaussian, Cauchy, Pearson. . . ) [3] .
Background
During the acquisition, the detector measures not only blurred diffraction peaks but also an additional baseline spectrum. This spurious background g(E) level is caused by amorphous parts of the sample, incoherent scattered radiation and multiple scattering.
Acquisition
The detector measures the number of photons in a discrete number of energy channels. These measurements y are inevitably corrupted by some noise n. There are mainly three sources of noise:
• photon counting noise which follows a Poisson law,
• thermal noise which is a Gaussian noise,
• modelization noise which is use to take into account approximations made to define the physical direct model. We suppose this noise Gaussian.
For a channel j centered in E j , the detector has a spectral response b (j) (E) and the measurement y j in this channel is:
If the response is the same for all channels (b (j) (E) = b(E − E j )), the equation 14 is a convolution. In practice the support of b (j) (E) is larger than the energy step between two consecutives channels, as consequence it causes spectral blurring.
Discretization
Without loss of generality, the spectral distributions t(E), g(E) and p(ξ) can be parametrized by a finite number of parameters by means of expansion onto a basis of interpolation functions (REF) . As the measurements y are by definition discrete, it is natural to use the same evenly spaced spectral grid G E = {E ℓ ; ℓ = 1, . . . , N E } to discretize t(E), g(E) and the spectral response functions b (j) (E). In this case, there is no need to explicitly choose any particular basis of interpolation functions as far as it has the properties required to make them suitable as interpolation functions and it comes:
For the parameter p(ξ) which is the one we want to extract, more attention has to be paid on discretization. It can be discretized on another spectral grid G ǫ = {ǫ j ; j = 1, . . . , N ǫ } using the interpolation function v j (ǫ)
The grid G ǫ can be the same as G E but can also be more finely discretized to perform super-resolution. Furthermore, it may not be necessary evenly spaced and can be designed to be evenly spaced in the momentum transfer
) or in the angle space for a given energyĒ in order to be directly compared with a existing database indexed in momentum transfer or in angle. In this work, we choose to use the grid of the measurements:
where κ is the channel width of the detector. Using such parametrization our discrete model writes:
where the coefficients of B i,j and H j,k are:
Equation 20 can be written using matrix notation and becomes the direct discrete:
This equation defines our direct problem and thus can be used in order to simulate the data. In practice filter reponse b
remains the same for all channels and the convolution matrix B can be fastly applied by means of a Fourier transform. A simulation using this model with g = 0 and p = 0 excepted at 30 keV, 80 keV and 140 keV is shown on figure 4 for experimental conditions given at sections 6.1 and 6.3. On this figure, it can be clearly seen that the spread of the peaks increases as their energy rises. 
The inverse problem:
The goal of the presented work is to estimate the diffraction peak distribution p from the data y according to the model defined by equation 2. We suppose that the operators B and H are known and that a good estimation of t is provided by measurements from a spectroscopic detector placed in transmission. However, even if it is not of interest, we still have to estimate the background g jointly with p (both of size N ) from a data spectrum of size N . This is a typical inverse problem, that can be solved in a penalized likelihood or maximum a posteriori (MAP) framework [15] . This is achieved by estimating the couple {p + , g + } that minimizes the cost function ξ(f , g):
This cost function ξ(p, g) is the sum of three terms: a likelihood penalty Φ(p, g; y) ensuring the agreement between the model defined by equation 2 and the data y, and two regularization penalties Ψ(p) and Θ(g) introducing subjective a priori knowledge about the diffraction peak distribution p and the background g respectively.
The likelihood penalty term
Assuming Gaussian noise, the likelihood penalty reads:
with the residuals:
and where the weighting matrix W is the inverse of the covariance of the noise:
noise . If the noise is uncorrelated, the weighting matrix is diagonal W = diag(w) and Eq. 26 simplifies to:
where 1/w i is the noise variance in the channel i. This model can cope with non-stationary noise and can be used to express confidence on measurements on each spectral channel of the data. Since unmeasured data have infinite variance, we can readily deal with missing (outside the field of view) or bad channels as follows:
Except for very low detector noise, we can approximate the total noise (Gaussian detector noise plus Poissonnian signal noise) by a non stationary Gaussian noise [16] :
where γ accounts for the quantization factor of the detector and σ 2 i is the variance of other approximately Gaussian noise (for example read-out noise) in the channel i.
Priors
The most evident objective prior on interference functions we can introduce is its positivity. Unfortunately this constraint is not strong enough to lead to acceptable solutions, and other a priori knowledge are needed. These priors are introduced by the use of the regularization functions Ψ(p) and Θ(g). As the diffraction peak distribution p and the background g have very different a priori morphological shape, these two functions are designed separately.
Prior on the diffraction peaks distribution. Interference function of a crystalline material is non-null only for values that correspond to the inverse of crystal inter-planar spacing. The diffraction peak distribution p is then very sparse. Recovery of sparse vectors has been extensively studied in this last decade 1 . Donoho [17] has shown that minimizing the ℓ 1 norm of a vector p is the best convex regularization function that favor sparsest solutions. Unfortunately, ℓ 1 norm is not continuously derivable preventing fast convergence of our continuous optimization procedure. For that reason we use a continuously derivable hyperbolic approximation defined by:
where ε is very small (≈ 10
) and α k are the so-called hyper-parameters that may vary with the channel k.
Priors on the background. As we don't have precise (i.e. quantitative) information about the main effects that lead its formation, we propose to introduce some smoothness priors about the background g. The background regularization function Θ(g) is thus a classical quadratic smoothness regularization function defined by:
where β k are channel varying hyper-parameters. This regularization function will act as a low pass filter which prevent sharp changes of the interference function.
4.3.
Hyper-parameters settings α k and β k are the hyper-parameters that are used to balance the influence of both priors and likelihood and that have to be properly tuned. Unfortunately, as these hyper-parameters are channel varying, we replace an estimation problem with 2 N parameters by another problem of (2 N − 1) hyper-parameters estimation. However, the large number of hyper-parameters defined in this very general scheme can be drasticly reduced according to simple rules.
In this work, the parameter of interest is the diffraction peak distribution p. Without informations about the material nature, the probability of presence of a diffraction peak is uniformly distributed over the channels. Unfortunately, constant hyper-parameters α k and β k favor diffraction peaks at low energy. Indeed, as shown in figure 4 , in the data y, diffraction peaks at low energy are sharper than those at high energy and a sharp peak has a higher probability to be correlated with some noise realization than a smooth one. The hyper-parameters α k have thus to be tuned to enforce an uniform distribution of the diffraction peaks. Mimicking the L2 normalisation of atoms of a dictionnary used in matching pursuit algorithms [18] , we propose a normalization of the hyper-parameter α k by the L2 norm of the corresponding blurred peaks. It writes thus:
where α is a global hyper-parameter for diffraction peak distribution regularization. Furthermore, the background regularization Θ(g) favors smooth background. As a peak at high energy is smooth, the hyper-parameters β k must be tuned to enforce a background smoother than diffraction peaks everywhere in the spectrum and to enforce an uniform distribution of the distribution peaks.
where H −,i means the i-th column of H and ∇ is the finite difference operator. β is a global hyper-parameter for the background regularization. This normalization of β k ensure that the regularization function Θ(g) gives the same penalty for all peaks wherever their position is in the spectrum. Finaly only two hyper-parameters β and α have to be tuned for the reconstruction.
Algorithm summary
In our framework, the reconstruction of the diffraction peak distribution p and the background g corresponds to the determination of the couple {p + , g + } that minimizes the objective criterion defined in Eq. 25. The optimal reconstructed diffraction peak distribution depends on the particular values of the hyper-parameters α and β. Choosing their optimal values is difficult and it is done for now by trials and errors. However, for future automatic hyperparameters estimation, the L-curve method [19] or Stein unbiased risk estimator [20] seems suitable, but this deserves an extensive study which is out of the scope of this paper.
To minimize the criterion defined in Eq. 25., we use the VMLM-B (Variable Metric with Limited MemoryBounded) algorithm [21] which is a limited memory variant of the variable metric method with BFGS updates [22] . This algorithm can further account for bound constraints on the parameters. We make use of this feature to enforce positivity of p and g. This algorithm has proved its effectiveness for image reconstruction and only requires the computation of the penalty function being minimized and its gradient. The memory requirement is a few times the size of the problem.
Results
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm using real data. Two crystalline materials with well known inter-planar spacing (since [23, 24] ) are used in these experiments: NaCl and graphite.
Experimental setup
Schematic representation of the experimental setup is shown in figure 5 . The sample is illuminated by a 140 kV tungsten anode X-ray tube operated at 280 µA and placed at 36.7 cm from the sample. Its focal spot is 1 mm wide. The incident X-ray beam is collimated by a tungsten slit of 0.2 mm in width, 8 mm in height and 8 cm in length. This source collimator is placed 18.4 cm away from the focal spot.
The scattered photons are detected with an high purity germanium (HPGe) detector oriented atθ = 4.26
• and placed 24 cm from the sample. The detector collimator located in front of the detector is a slit of 8 mm in height and 8 cm in length. This slit has a width of 0.02 mm on the detector side and 0.2 mm on the other side. The spectral response function of the HPGe detector energy b is supposed to be a Gaussian with a full width at half . The exposure time is set at 600 s, for each spectra to have a good counting statistic.
In both experiments, the matrix H is computed according to the equation 22 using these setup parameters and the approximative shape of the sample. Without transmission detector, the source spectrum was approximated by a Birch and Marshall [25] semi empirical spectrum for a tungsten anode 160 kV source. For the attenuation spectrum we use the theoretical attenuation of the samples.
NaCl
The NaCl used was held in a thin walled polyethylene cylinder of 1 cm diameter and 2 cm in height. The scattering measurements are presented on figure 6. Several comments can be made on these data and we can notice:
• a continuous background that is higher for low energy,
• four peaks that may be produced by diffraction at 50 keV, 59 keV, 83 keV and 102 keV,
• two peaks at 59.7 keV and 67 keV that are caused by tungsten fluorescence,
• a very broad peak between 30 keV and 40 keV which may be due to the scattering of the plastic cylinder. This peak is too broad to be caused by scattering of crystalline materials. These data were processed using the proposed algorithm with hyper parameters α = 0.05 and β = 10. The source spectrum was supposed to follow the Birch and Marshall synthetic spectrum and we use the theoretical attenuation of a 1 cm thick NaCl cube. Estimated diffraction peak distribution p and background g are shown on figure 7 .
As expected the estimated background g fits the broad peak between 30 keV and 40 keV but not the next peak as 50 keV which is a diffraction peak. As the background plotted on figure 7 is the product g × t, the peaks about 58 keV and 67 keV correspond to the Tungsten fluorescence lines.
The diffraction peak distribution p shows six peaks. The positions of the centroid of these peaks are presented in the table 1. They can be compared with the theoretical diffraction peak positions estimated forθ = 4.26 Fig. 7 ) compared to position forθ = 4.26 • estimated using inter-plannar spacing measurements from from [26] . false is for false detection and ND for non detection. The theoretical position of the peaks have been estimated forθ = 4.26 • ASTM card 5-0628). Every peaks present a very accurate position compared to the Swanson estimation with an error smaller than 1 keV. The last detected peak (at 131.29 keV) presents the higher positioning error which can be explained by the relatively small number of photons measured around this energy. The five diffraction peaks that were not detected, are the five peaks with the lower relative intensity (< 10%) in the measurements of Swanson.
A small peak has been falsely detected at 64.1 keV. This false detection may be due to the tungsten fluorescence line K β at 67.25 keV. Indeed, as we use only a very coarse estimation of both source spectrum and material attenuation, the magnitude of these rays may be under-estimated, and their residuals may be explained as a scattering line by our algorithm. This problem of too coarse estimation of source spectrum and material attenuation is responsible for the misestimation of peak magnitude. Furthermore as the presented method is for powder diffraction, multiplicity and texture (prefered orientation of crystal) may affect measured relative intensity. As consequence, only peak's positions can be used for material identification and not relative intensity.
The figure 8 shows the model of the data computed with estimated solutions p and g. This model shows a good accordance with the data estiblishing the validity of our linear model of the formation of EDXRD data. However, it can be noticed that the model is always lower than data around the diffraction peaks. This under estimation can be explained by a too coarse estimation of the setup geometry that has lead to an over estimation of the angular dispersion giving thus too broad diffraction peaks.
Graphite
The graphite used in this experiment was a 4 cm thick piece of about 2 cm in width and height. This large size of the sample is responsible for quite broad scattering peaks in the scattering measurements. This EDXRD diffraction spectrum is presented on figure 9. Data were processed using the proposed algorithm with hyper parameters α = 4.10
and β = 5. We use the theoretical attenuation of a 4 cm thick graphite piece. The results of the algorithm is plotted on figure 10 and the model of the data computed with estimated solutions p and g is plotted on figure 11 . This figure shows the accordance between the model and the data. The estimated locations of diffraction peaks are shown in the table 2 and can be compared with "theoretical" peaks position estimated using inter-planar spacing measurements given by ASTM card 12-212 [27] .
On figure 10 , we can see that seven diffraction peaks are detected. Most of them (excepted the highest peak at 49.11 keV) were difficult to distinguish on the data (figure 9), in particular for those at energy higher than 120 keV where very few photons (< 5) are detected in a single channel. Only the three fainter peaks were not detected. Furthermore, the K α line of the tungsten (at 58.9 keV) is not identified as a diffraction peak. The highest peak at 49.11 keV (hkℓ : 002) has two visible harmonics Table 2 : Estimated and theoretical position of graphite diffraction peaks shown on figure 10, in keV. * denotes two harmonics of the peak at 49.11 keV. false is for false detection and ND for non detection.
at 98.50 keV (hkℓ : 004) and 149.47 keV (hkℓ : 006). The baseline of the diffraction spectrum is well fitted by the smooth background term g.
Discussion
In this study we described a numerical method to restore energy dispersive X-ray diffraction data and to extract diffraction peaks. It is based on an inverse problem approach. It uses a linear direct model derived from an analysis of the formation of the data and the causes of diffraction peaks blurring. Using a continuous optimization technique, it then estimates the "perfect" diffraction spectrum that best reproduces the data according to the model and some additional priors. These priors are the sparsity of the crystalline diffraction spectrum and the smoothness of the baseline spectrum.
The level of influence of the priors are tuned using two hyper-parameters. In the present work the hyperparameters were set by trials and error for each spectrum. The setting of hyperparameters can be tedious and consequently it will be necessary to find an automatic method for routine use of this method. A further study will be necessary to determine whether existing hyper-parameters setting methods (L-curve [19] , GCV [28] , SURE [20] . . . ) can be used or whether a specific method has to be defined.
This method was tested on real diffraction spectra of known crystalline materials: NaCl and graphite. Computation time were approximately equal to acquisition time (several minutes). On both materials, the presented method was able to extract precisely diffraction peaks even at high energy where the number of detected photons per channel is low (<10). These real results clearly assess two facts: (i) the direct model is correct as it provides good fits of the data and (ii) the priors effectively provide satisfying solutions.
As attenuation and source spectra were only coarsely estimated, the estimated relative magnitude of the diffraction peaks is uninformative for material identification and only peaks location could be used. This coarse estimation is also responsible of false detections around fluorescence line of the tungsten. These drawback should be attenuated by the simultaneous acquisition of the transmission spectrum that should give (in the small angle approximation) a better estimation of the attenuation times source spectrum.
The other sticking point of the presented method is the necessity to have at least a coarse estimation of the shape of the sample to compute the blurring kernel h(). A way to bypass this shape estimation step is to directly calibrate this kernel h() using the measurements as it is done in image blind deconvolution algorithm [29] .
A natural extension of this "inverse problem" is the reconstruction of a 3D volume using an array of detectors and the estimation of a whole 3D crystalline material as we proposed in [30] .
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